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The only way we are going to make any

changesis if we speakup. That is what America is
all about. It is a participatory democracy. We
cannot afford to wait for someone else to do the
work for us,we have already lost too many of our
brothers and sisters.

Speaking up means protesting, writing letters
making phone calls. Take the time to write a letter.
So few people do and everyone is important.

This past month we learned that Circle K has
decided to not to underwrite insurance coverage on
the basis of lifestyle. I still can't understand how
people could think that we would choose to love
people of the samesex with all the prejudice in this
world. They need to be educated to the fact that
our lifestyle is not a simple choice. And we as a
community have taken the lead in being responsible
in our health issues.

I would urge everyone to began to write letters
and make phone calls. Here is how you can start.
Write Circle K to tell them how you feel on this
issue. You can reach them at 800-356-3999 or:

Circle K Corporation
c/o Ray Cox
Box 52085

Phoenix, AZ 85072-2085
Montrose Activity Center

Box 66684, Houston, TX 77266-6684
The Montrose Activity Center is a non profit 50lc3 organization
who's purpose is to increase understanding of social, racial and
sexual minorities, and to encourage acceptance of and tolerance of
alternative lifestyles so that, together, the citizens of the City of
Houston and the State of Texas may work in the spirt of peaceful
cooperation to build a better society. The organization acts as an
umbrella to other organization such as Lesbian/Gay Pride Week and
the Names Project Houston. Board Members: Ray Hill (chair),
Brian Keever (secretary), Annise Parker (treasurer), Deborah Bell,
Jim Owens, Jack Valinski, Joe Watts.

Montrose Activity Center Newsletter
Jack Valinski, editor

This newsletter is an official publication of the Montrose Activity
Center.

National Coming Out Day
October 11, 1988

National Coming Out Day is a proactive
responseto the silence that is strangling the lives of
millions of gay men and lesbians. Sponsored by
National Gay Rights Advocates and The
Experience Weekend, National Coming Out Day
takes place on October 11, 1988, the first
anniversary of the historic March on Washington.
National Coming Out Day is designed to bring the
spirit of that historic event home to our local
communities.

The goal of National Coming Out Day is to
increase the visibility of the more than 20 million
gay man and women in this country. And because
homophobia begins at home, this day will also
focus on ourselves. There is a "next step" in
coming out for each of us.

You can make it happen ...TAKE YOUR
NEXTSTEPI

Why Come Out?
Our silence is killing us. Our silence is

allowing society to make the rules for us by
defining who we are, and what we can hope to
achieve in life. Our silence is allowing ignorance
and intolerance to play decisive roles in such life
threatening matters as AIDS funding, research and
patient care. And with silencecomes invisibility.

Our invisibility is the core of our oppression.
We experience hate, fear and prejudice because
people don't know who we are. But we know.
We are their sons and daughters, brothers and
sisters, and mothers and fathers.

Your coming out can help turn fear into
acceptance. One-to-one contact with gay men and
lesbians is our most powerful tool to bring about a
major shift in society's attitudes. Coming out is
the most powerful statement we can make -
powerful in its political influence and personally
powerful in releasing energy that is wasted in
hiding the truth.

Coming out is a continuum, a series of steps
that often take place over the course of months of
even years. Your "next step" must be appropriate
and comfortable for you; but be willing to -push
yourself a little.
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National Gay Rights Advocates and The
experience Weekend are encouraging gay and
lesbian groups and individuals to organize locally
and scheduleevents and activities to mark National
coming Out day. Contact your local gay and
lesbian rights organizations for more information
or contact National gay Rights Advocates directly
at 8380 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 202, west
Hollywood, CA 90069

Ideasfor coming out
• Take a lover/partner home for the holidays
• Come our to your family - parents,brother

and/or sisters.
• Circulate a petition in your office in support

of a gay rights initiative.
• Put your lover's photo on your desk at work.
• Consider leaving the "Joy of Lesbian Sex" in

your bookcase when mon visits.
• Move your favorite "fantasy" man's poster

to a prominent place in your house.
• Stop lying to your fraternity brother about all

the women you've had.
• Send flowersto someonespecial and don't

useyour initials on the card.
• Wear an openly gay symbol or button for an

entire week.
• Read a gay paper on the bus or in a

restaurant. ,
• Write a check to a gay organization using the

full name of the organization. .
• Invite your straight and gay friends to the

sameparty.
• Hold hands publicly.
• Answer the 1990 Censustruthfully.
• Be affectionate with your lover or partner

upon arrival or departureat the airport.
• Organize a march or demonstration for

lesbian/gay rights.
• Boycott a company or organization which

discriminates.

Radio for the Communit~
IHtClr Hours 2 AM 5unda~ Mornings
BrClaktrough B AM frida~
WildCl 'n' St eln 10 PM Twzsda~

KPfT 90.1 fM

I Major Gay/LesbianLegal Conference I
Legal professionals from across the US will

gather for a National Conference on Lesbian &

Gay legal issues at Golden Gate Law School in
San Francisco November 12 & 13. National Gay
Rights Advocates board member Bill Weinberger
and NGRA attorneys Benjamin Schatz and Ellen
Shapire are working with attorneys across the
country to make the conference a success.

Seminars and workshops will be held on a
broad range of substantive issues, including family
law, estate planning, employment discrimination,
sodomy law reform, civil disobedience, military
and immigration policy and AIDS. Issues such as
networking, use of the media in lesbian & gay
issues, and strategies for working in a solo
practice/small firm/large firm setting will also be
addressed.

Registration fee for the weekend session will
be charged on a sliding scale basedon income and
will range from $30-$90 (higher at the door). A
Friday conference on AIDS, sponsored by the Bay
Area Lawyers for Individual Freedom AIDS Legal
Referral Panel, will cost an additional $50. To
register or to receive a schedule of programs for
both conferences contact BALIF at Box 1983, San
Francisco, CA 94101,415-431-1444.

GAYILESBAIN
PRIDE WEEK 1989

MEETINGS
THURSDA Y, SEPTERMBER 29

THURSDA Y, OCTOBER,27
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17
THURSDA Y, DECEMBER 29

7:00 PM, PARKWAY ATHELITIC CLUB
Zond FLOOR, 800 ROSINE

The meeting was called to order by Co-chair
Bruce Reeves. He gave final summary report on
the 1988 activities and then Co-chair Deborah Bell
reported her summations and a look toward the
1989 celebration. Deborah commented that this
rust meeting of 1989 was the largest turnout of the
people for Pride Week meeting in the last two
years. Committee chairs gave their reports.

The floor was opened for self nominations for
the position of co-chair. The following placed
themselves in nomination: Marion E. Coleman,
Judy Vaugaris, Ken Wilson, Buddy Johnston.

A motion for votes to be by secretballot failed.
Marion Coleman and Ken Wilson were selected

for Co-chairs for the Gay/Lesbian Pride Week
1989.
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It was moved that further selections of the
committee task force chairs be delayed until the
next meeting. This motion passed.

The meeting was adjourned after
announcements.

Stonewall Memoirs
"The love that dare not speakits name

will not shut its mouth."
by John Hammond

The Stonewall Inn was a bar in the basementof
51-53 Christopher Street in Greenwich Village that
catered to many young drag queens and their
friends in the 1960's. Like many other gay bars, it
had probably once been a prohibition ear
speakeasy. It was called the Stonewall because,
formed from the basementsof two old buildings, it
has a heavy foundation wall running down the
center of the space, separating the pool table and
back bar from the main bar and dancefloor.

During a period of aggressive election-year
harassmentof gay bars,police raided the Stonewall
shortly after midnight on Saturday morning, June
28, 1969. Customers barricaded themselves in the
bar and refused to leave, while other gays on the
street outside attacked the police. The rioting
continued all night and resumed again on the next
two nights.

By the end of the summer, Gay Libe~~tion
Front, the first of several broadbased, militant
political action groups for gay rights, had formed,
and in the autumn militant gay organization spread
to cities acrossthe country. The polite, low-profile
homophile organizations that had existed for fifteen
years found themselves overshadowed and
shoulder aside by what was, almost form the start,
know as the Stonewall Movement. Soon even
sympathetic observers beganto quip that "The love
that dare not speak its name will not shut its
mouth."

To those of us who were around at the time,
perhaps the most startling thing about Stonewall
Rebellion is the realization that it happenednearly
twenty years ago and is becoming the stuff. of
history. A generation has grown up not knowm~
what gay life was like before Stonewall: whe~ It
was sometimes so dangerous to associate with
other gay people that some of the early gay
organization were formed on the "cell" model of
underground communist party, with an~ member
knowing the names of only four or five other
members.

Three professional historians, who were nine,
ten, and twelve years old at the time of the
Stonewall Rebellion and for whom Stonewall wall
has always been a common place word in gay life,
have begun an exciting project to document the
Rebellion and the circumstances surrounding it.
Wayne Curtis is a historian and editor at Alyson
Publications. Michael Rogan is an archivist
specializing in musicology and a librarian at the
Boston Public Library. Michael Scherker, an
archivist, is Supervisor of the Oral History Project
for the Dance Theater of Harlem.

What's more interesting is to try
to find out why the Stonewall Rebellion

has the effect it did, and in fact
what effect it really did have.

The working title that we are using is
Stonewall: An Oral History, which is immediately
misleading because we have already begun to
include more than just oral history resource
material. Part of doing oral history, of course, is
to try as much as possible to support the oral
information you receive with documents from other
sources. We've found that the documentary
support in this particular caseis just as fascinating
as the oral material. It involves newspaper
coverage, police reports, even FBI files that have
found exist through the Freedom of Information
Act; theseoriginal documents, we hope, will be an
integral and valuable part of the finished project.

We would absolutely love to find photographic
material if anybody has anything. We have found
some news photographs, from the night after the
riot. We're also very interested in papers and other
records--if people have diaries that they kept
around the time, with what their thoughts were
around the Stonewall, beeausewe do have to put
the incident in context and that's really going to be
essential part of our work--developing the context
in which Stonewall happened. Particularly what it
was like being gay in the sixties and finding the
reactionary climate around you erupting=around
the country really. And then why did Stonewall
immediately attractnational attention?

Wayne. and Michael and Michael are just
beginning their search for witenessand documents
about Stonewall Rebellion. They can be contacted
at 718-434-6814, Box 2, village Station, New
York, NY 10014

from Christopher Street, Box 1475, Church
Street Station, New York, NY 10008, $27/year
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September is Art Against AIDS month. It
is a diverse make up of performing and visual
communities that will work in concerts in a grass
roots effort uniting individuals and organizations of
the arts in a common cause--raising public
awarenessand funds for direct care and assistance
to people affected by AIDS

Joe Watts opens Dance Against Darkness,
which ran more than six months in Washington,
DC and nominated for three Helen Hayes Awards.
The story is concerned with a most highly
controversial and topical tragedy, Dance is an
uncommon breath of fresh air; an unexpected
discovery of warmth and laughter, compassion and
hope about living with AIDS.

The Gay/Lesbian Political Caucus bring in
Dr. Mathilde Krim for their annual fundraiser
dinner. In 1983, Krim founded the AIDS Medical
Foundation (now AMFAR.) Krim has been a
major supporter for People with AIDS and HIV-
positive and has orchestrated the raising and
distribution of more than $1 million for AIDS
research.

1 Thursday
ACT NOW (the AIDS Coalition To Network Organize and

Win), 7:00 PM, Montrose Public Library, Montrose

2 Friday
"Breakthrough," 8:00 AM, KPFf Radio 90.1 PM
"Bright Eyes" film presentedby Southwest Media Project

8:00 PM, The Museum of Fine Arts, 1001 Bissonnet
$4.00, 526-3949

Delta Stewart Dance Company, 8:30 PM, Miller Outdoor
Theater, Hermann Park 524-5011

3 Saturday
"Blue Notes at the Top Grill," live play 8:00 PM Kuumba

Repertory Theater, 3414 LaBranch, $7:00, 524-1079
"A Virus Knows No Morals, Video Album 5: The Thursday

People" video presentedby Southwest Media Project,

8:00 PM, The Museum of Fine Arts, 1001 Bissonnet,
$4.00, 526-3949

4 Sunday
"After Hours," 2:00 AM, KPFf Radio 90.1 FM
Houston Names Project meeting 3:00 PM at the PW A

Coalation, 800 Rosine
"Only Human" selection from the 1987 /American Film

Institute Video Festival presented by Southwest Media
Project 8:00 PM, The Museum of Fine Arts, 1001
Bissonnet $4.00,526-3949

5 Monday
6 Tuesday
Houston Art Against Aids Kickoff Luncheon, Dr. Adan

Rios, Business Volunteers for the Arts, Cultural Arts
Council of Houston, Local AIDS Service Providers,
Tenneco Oil Co. and Mayor Kathryn Whitmire, 11:30
AM, The Menil Collection, 1515 Sur Ross, $15.00,
658-2483

"Wilde 'n' Stein," 10:00 PM, KPFf Radio 90.1 PM

7 Wednesday
Gay/Lesbian Political Caucus Meeting, 7:30 PM, Viscount

Hotel, 2828 Southwest Fwy, 521-1000
An Evening of Jazz featuring The Mike LeFebvre Trio with

special guest Kellye Gray, Marianne Pendino 8:00 PM,
Radio Music Theater, 2623 Colguitt, $10.00,522-7722

8 Thursday
"Dealing with AIDS: Medical Update," AIDS workshop and

lecture series, sponsored by the AIDS Foundation, 7:30
PM, Montrose Public Library, 4100 Montrose

"As Is" by William Hoffman, discussion will follow
provided by The AIDS Foundation Houston, 8:00 PM
The Chocolate Bayou Theater 4205 San Felipe, $5.00,
621-7469

9 Friday
"Breakthrough," 8:00 AM, KPFf Radio 90.1 PM
Comedy by Joe Morris, presented by the Council for Visual

and Performing Arts, UT Health Science Center at
Houston, 12:45 PM, Herman Hospital, Crozier

"As Is" by William Hoffman, discussion will follow
provided by The AIDS Foundation Houston, 8:00 PM
The Chocolate Bayou Theater 4205 San Felipe, $5.00,
621-7469

10 Saturday
"As Is" by William Hoffman, discussion will follow

provided by The AIDS Foundation Houston, 8:00 PM
The Chocolate Bayou Theater 4205 San Felipe, $5.00,
621-7469

Opening Display of Art Works to be Auctioned, 8:30 PM,
Decorative Center, 5120 Woodway, 534-7833.

11 Sunday
"After Hours," 2:00 AM, KPFf Radio 90.1 FM
Houston Names Project meeting 3:00 PM at the PWA

Coalation, 800 Rosine
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11 Sunday Continued
"As Is" by William Hoffman, discussion will follow

provided by The AIDS Foundation Houston, 8:00 PM
The Chocolate Bayou Theater 4205 San Felipe, $5.00,
621-7469

AIDS Film Project A selection of 5 award winning films
demonstrates the force and spectrum of the humanistic
response this health crisis has engendered. It has been
touring with the NAMES Project Quilt. Films include
"Till Death do Us Part," 7:30 PM Rice Cinema,
Entrance #7, University at Stockton 527-4853

12 Monday
Montrose Activity Center Board Meeting, 7:30, place to be

announced,529-1223

13 Tuesday
Charles Pebworth, sculptor, sponsored by Council for visual

and Performing Arts 12 Noon, UT Medical School, 6431
Fannin, Room 2.135, 792-4923

"Kiss of the Spider Woman" StagesTheater, 3201 Allen
Parkway, $12, $25, $50, 52-STAGE

"Wilde 'n' Stein," 10:00 PM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM

14 Wednesday
15 Thursday
"Dealing with AIDS: AIDS in the workplace," AIDS

workshop and lecture series, sponsored by the AIDS
Foundation, 7:30 PM, Montrose Public Library, 4100
Montrose

"As Is" by William Hoffman, discussion will follow
provided by The AIDS Foundation Houston, 8:00 PM
The Chocolate Bayou Theater 4205 San Felipe, $5.00,
621-7469

"Album" by David Rimmer, 8:30 PM, Theater Suburbia,
1410 W. 43rd, $7.00 or $10.00, 682-3525

16 Friday
"Breakthrough," 8:00 AM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM
Comedy by Gary Richardson,sponsored by Council for

visual and Performing Arts 12 Noon, St. Lukes
Auditorium, 6720 Bertner , 792-4923

Cimarron Quintet, TBA, $10.00, 524-7833
"As Is" by William Hoffman, discussion will follow

provided by The AIDS Foundation Houston, 8:00 PM
The Chocolate Bayou Theater 4205 San Felipe, $5.00,
621-7469

17 Saturday
"As Is" by William Hoffman, discussion will follow

provided by The AIDS Foundation Houston, 8:00 PM
The Chocolate Bayou Theater 4205 San Felipe, $5.00,
621-7469

A Night of Performance, "Portraits in the Time of AIDS,"
Diverse Works, 214 Travis, $5.00, 223-8346

18 Sunday
"After Hours," 2:00 AM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM
Houston Names Project meeting 3:00 PM at the PWA

Coalation, 800 Rosine

. "As Is" by William Hoffman, discussion will follow
provided by The AIDS Foundation Houston, 8:00 PM
The Chocolate Bayou Theater 4205 San Felipe, $5.00,
621-7469

AIDS Film Project "Buddies" a landmark film was first
dramatic feature on the subject of AIDS. Robert is an
AIDS patient in New York hospital when David
volunteers to be his buddy. 7:30 PM Rice Cinema,
Entrance #7, University at Stockton 527-4853

19 Monday
Dedicated Performance: Houston Saxophone Quartet,

Looscan Public Library, 2510 Willowick Drive, 622-
6525

20 Tuesday
Da Camera Against AIDS, The Menil Collection, 1515 Sur

Ross, $15.00,524-7601
"Wilde 'n' Stein," 10:00 PM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM

21 Wednesday
Gay/Lesbian Political Caucus Meeting, 7:30 PM, Viscount

Hotel, 2828 Southwest Fwy, 521-1000
Suck (The Montrose Vampire Story), Chocolate Bayou

Theater, 4205 San Felipe, $8.00,621-7469

22 Thursday
"Dealing with AIDS: The Communities' Response to

AIDS," AIDS workshop and lecture series, sponsored by
the AIDS Foundation, 7:30 PM, Montrose Public
Library, 4100 Montrose

Suck (The Montrose Vampire Story), Chocolate Bayou
Theater, 4205 San Felipe, $8.00, 621-7469

23 Friday
"Breakthrough," 8:00 AM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM
Comedy by Jim Patterson,sponsored by Council for visual

and Performing Arts 12 Noon, UT MD Anderson Cancer
Center, 1515 Holcombe, R Lee Clark Building,
Auditorium lOth Floor, 792-4923

Houston Names Project meeting 3:00 PM at the PWA
Coalation, 800 Rosine

Suck (The Montrose Vampire Story), Chocolate Bayou
Theater, 4205 San Felipe, $8.00, 621-7469

"The Lad'y Not for Burning" by Christopher Fry, 8:00 PM
. Main Street Theater 2540 Timed Blvd, $12.50, 524-3622

A Dedicated Performance, sponsored by Farrell Dyde Dance
Theater, Several Dancers Core, Yakov Sharir Dance
Core, 8:00 PM, Miller Outdoor Theater, Herman Park,
523-2679

24 Saturday
'Gay Lesbian Political Caucus Annual Awards Dinner

featuring Dr. Mathilde Krim, 8:00 PM, Four Seasons
Hotel, 1300 Lamar, $50.00, 521-1()()().

Suck (The Montrose vampire Story), Chocolate Bayou
Theater, 401 McGowen, $8.00, 5238-0119

A Dedicated Performance, sponsoredby Farrell Dyde Dance
Theater, Several Dancers Core, Yakov Sharir Dance
Core, 8:00 PM, Miller Outdoor Theater, Herman Park,
523-2679
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25 Sunday
"After Hours," 2:00 AM, KPFT Radio 90.1 PM
AIDS Film Project "Too Little, Too Late" award winning

video tells the moving story of the families of AIDS
patients 7:30 PM Rice Cinema, Entrance #7, University
at Stockton 527-4853

26 Monday
A Dance Against Darkness, with HartSong during

intermission by The Group (Theater Workshop) at Main
Street Theater, 2540 Times, $10.00, 266-1000

27 Tuesday
"Wilde 'n' Stein," 10:00 PM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM

28 Wednesday
Suck (The Montrose Vampire Story), Chocolate Bayou

Theater,4205 San Felipe, $8.00, 621-7469

29 Thursday
"Tidy Endings," Harvey Fierstein wrote and starsin drama

about a Man's ex-wife and lover cope with the man's
death from AIDS, 1:00 PM HBO

Suck (The Montrose Vampire Story), Chocolate Bayou
Theater,4205 San Felipe, $8.00, 621-7469

30 Friday
"Breakthrough," 8:00 AM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM
Comedy by Thea Vidale,sponsored by Council for Visual

and Performing Arts 12 Noon, UT Medical School, 6431
Fannin, Room 3.001, 792-4923

Suck (The Montrose Vampire Story), Chocolate Bayou
Theater, 4205 San Felipe, $8.00, 621-7469

"The Fox" sponsored by U of H Drama Dept, Lyndall
Finley Wortham Theater, Entrance #16 off Cullen,
$6.00, 749-1427

Beyond
Oct 0 b er8 ,9 & 1 0
International Association of Lesbian and Gay Pride

Committees convention in St. Louis, 529-1223
National Organization for Women Lesbian Conference, San

Diego 202-347-2279
Names Project March on Washington, 800-USA-NAME

October 11
National Coming OutiDay

November 12 & 13
National conference on Lesbian & Gay Legal Issues,San

Francisco, 415-431-1444

November 12
Lynn Lavner and Romanovsky & Phillips in concert, 7:30

PM, Maceba Theater, main at Richmond, $10.00
I

Gay & Lesbian Switchboard Houston

529-3211

II MAC Phone& Address: II
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard 529-3211

Box 66591, Houston, TX ..77266-6591
Gay/Lesbian Political Caucus 521-1000

Box 66664, Houston, TX 77266-6664
Lesbian/Gay Pride Week 529-1223

Box 66684, Houston, TX 77266-6684
Montrose Activity Center 529-1223

Box 66684, Houston, TX 77266-6684
Names Project March on DC 800-USA-Name

2362 Market St, San Francisco, CA 94114

Nobody can do it like the USA
By Rex Wockner

''I'm depressed," My other half said. "My
elected representatives can't think for themselves,
the public health department is out tracking sexual
partners, Larry Kramer says the government has
no interest in seeing the end of AIDS, TheNative
says HIV is a hoax, and a Catholic bishop is
setting federal AIDS policy. I really don't think
America is what I'd always hoped it was."

"I hate America," I assuredmy other half. "It's
just that in all my travels I haven't found any place
better..."

In fact, I remember a passionate conversation
Jack and I had one night in Barcelna. I was telling
our hostess,Maribel, that the magic of America is
that if you are special, you can become anything
you want. You aren't limited by class or your
roots or even by being poor, if you're just a little
special. (If you're a little bit non-special, of
course, you can be sunk.)

My other half was skeptical, but I pushed
onward to a Mirabel pumped full of media
projections of the good life and unlimited
opportunities of America. With the media on my
side, I prevailed in the discussion, despite (the
conversation was in Spanish) modifying feminine
bonus with masculine adjectives and not being able
to translate"roots."

In retrospect, though, I've admitted that the
other half reserved to have won. Sure, it's easier
to own a car here than in Denmark. It's easier to
buy a word processor than it is in Mexico. It's
even easier to quit your job and backpack for a year
than it is in Switzerland. There is an easiness
about America. You can climb your way into
social classes, professions, and universities, if
only you're a bit extraordinary.
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But there is another side to America, a side
Maribel's TV hasn't shown her. I attempted to tell
her about this side that night too, spurred on by
Jack's irritation at my knee-jerk patriotism.

People come home after work and microwave a
TV dinner and watch sitcoms until bedtime, "I told
her. "Here, in Barcelona, your streets are alive at
night, you walk, you eat for hours, you interact,
you share your minds. Americans watch their 91
channels of superficial satellite sop. The whole
country and everything you've ever believed about
it really functions only on the surface. We are, in
fact, programmed not to think. Vje are on auto-
pilot. We are asclosed minded arid xenophobic as
people get. In the last analysis, it's merely a big
charade. We even have a B-movie actor as
president!

"Do you realize," I asked her for shock value,
"that the majority of Americans doesn't know
which continents Barcelona is on, or even how
many continents there are?"

Despite having trouble translating "sitcom," I
was at least winning the other half back. Maybe I
had even gone overboard as he suddenly offered
that he could only have done what he's done
(specialized academics) in the U.S.A. Marabel,
however, was crushed. Surely the average
American didn't really make a lifestyle out of Pabst
Blue Ribbon and Magnum, P.l.? I assuredher this
was the case and that she could check it out by
asking her travelling friends if Americans aren't the
most out-of-shape people on the planet. I thought
for a moment shewas going to cry. How could all
those movies have lied to her? How could Frank
Sinatra have lied to her? And wasn't Madonna still
lying to her?

Yes, Maribel, lies, lies, lies. It can't be very
hard to lie to Europeans with the media when
we've perfected the art of lying to ourselves. Look
at us; we're convinced that pin-striped suits, golf
games and business degrees meet our human
needs. It's the same old business of surface
appearances. No wonder the government won't
fund safer-sex programs. In surface America, it
makes much more sense to slap a technical fix
(Mandatory testing) on the "problem" and then not
think about it anymore. That way we'll identify the
pervert "carriers," put them away somewhere and
plop down back in front of the tube with our little
minds untroubled. We particularly don't want
trouble about sex, of course, which is naughty.

And, there, in front of the tube, we
subliminally live our lives. Soon the next Ollie

North will flicker into our living rooms and jam
more cock-sure patriotism down our frigid,
titillated throats. Never mind that the allies fuck
with everything the Constitution really stands for.
They're cute and they're clean-cut and they get
things done. That's what America is about:
shinning surfaces.

Nobody, after all, can do it like the U.S. of A.
We invented the shiny cars, the larger-than-life
movies and the computer that has let me rewri te
this paragraph 47 times. The rest of the world
looked on in awe aswe becamevictims of our own
ingenuity, as our collective sense of self became
intertwined with our capacity to create and
accomplish great things. The result: the America
we project, to ourselves and the world, shines
blindingly on the surface, just like Ollie. But do
not look any deeper. Because then you'll see that
the price we're paid is compulsory participation in
our own B-movies extravaganza -- with the finer
points of existence (human evolution, personal
growth, social welfare) permanently discarded on
the editing floor.

"Look at the fundamentalists," the other half
added, "so desperatefor answers, any answer, but
so conditioned not to ask themselves any
questions, that they'll follow Oral Roberts or Jerry
Falwell. It's indisputable proof that something is
wrong." .

"We're bred not to think for ourselves," I
assured him. "Of course we're prime targets for
one-true-church religions."

I didn't feel the need to remind Jack that it gets
worse than TV religion. I could have pointed out
that when the TV ministers startedletting us down,
we respondedonly by becoming fixated on Tammy
Fay's make-up and Jim and Jimmy's libidos.
There's no question in my mind but that our
fucked-upness was quintessentially expressed
when we snatchedup the news that Jim had never
seenTammy Faye without her eyelashes. Yes, on
the surface,Tammy is lovable, but our examination
of her stops cold right there. That is w hat's
depressing.

I wandered into the other half's room and put
the question to him: "want to go live Somewhere.
else?" I asked.

"Well," he said, "yes, bur I don't know that in
all my travels, I've actually found any place better.
I've beenplaces where the things they have wrong
aren't the samethings that are wrong here, by they
haveother things that are completely messedup."
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The other half got up from his word processor
and headed across the hall. As I reached for this
shirt buttons, I notices his eyes were focused on
infinity. "And isn't love probably a myth also?"
he asked. "Yes," I said, "but it's much older than
America."

Rex Wockner is a gay activist and writer living
in Chicago. He is a full-time reporter for Chicago
Outlines.

from Gay Community News, published
weekly, 62 Berkeley Street, Boston, MA 02116,
at $33/year.

I Excerpts From The Republican Platform
AIDS
Those who suffer from AIDS, their families,

and the man and women of medicine who care for
the afflicted deserveour compassion and help...

We will vigorously fight against AIDS,
recognizing that the enemy is one of the deadliest
diseasesto challenge medical research....

We must not only marshall our scientific
resources against AIDS, but must also protect
those who do not have the disease. In this regard,
education plays a critical role. AIDS education
should emphasize that abstinence from drug abuse
and sexual activity outside marriage is the safest
way to avoid infection with the AIDS virus ....

Equal Rights
Since its inception, the Republican Party has

stood for the worth of every person. On that
ground, we support the pluralism and diversity that
have been part of our country's greatness. "Deep
in our Hearts, we do Believe":

That bigotry hasno place in American life ...

In equal rights for all. The Reagan-Bush
Administration has taken to court a record number
of civil rights and employment discrimination
cases...

In guaranteeing opportunity, not dictating the
results of fair competition. We will resist efforts to
replace equal rights with discriminatory quots
systemsand preferential treatment. Quotas are the
most insidious form of reverse discrimination
against the innocent.

In defending religious freedom. Mindful of
our religious diversity, we firmly support the right
of students to engage in voluntary prayer in
schools ...

That the unborn child has a fundamental
individual right to life which cannot be infringed.
We therefore reaffirm our support for a human life
amendment to the Constitution, and we endorse
legislation to make clear that the 14th Amendment's
protections apply to unborn children. We oppose
the use of public revenues for abortion and will
eliminate funding for organizations which advocate
or support abortion ....

I ENDNOTE I
"At this point, after the candidates have been

selected, think of the November election as a one-
night stand. It's about ten minutes to two, and the
bar is about to close. The choice is narrow."

Rep. Barney Frank (DvMass.), urging lesbian
and gay attorneys at the Democratic National
Convention in Atlanta to overlook Dukakis' anti-
lesbian and gay polices and vote Dukakis for
president. He added that like a one-night stand,
"voting for someonedoesn't mean you arepledged
to him or her for eternal fealty."

MAILING LIST
This newsletter is distributed to

the mailing list established over a
number of years for Lesbian/Gay Pride
week. If you would like your name Name
added, changed or deleted please fill
out the form on the right and send it

Addressin. This list is also given out upon
request to organizations requesting
with direction from the MAC board. At City state Zip
present the MAC mailing list is about
400 names and/or organizations.
Mail to: MAC Phone Work Phone Home

Box 66684
Houston, TX 77266-6684


